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What do all those lines 
and squiggles and dots 
mean?

Basic Music Theory takes you 
through the sometimes confusing 
world of written music with a 
clear, conscise style that is at 
times funny and always friendly.

The book is written by an 
experienced music teacher using 
methods refined over more than 
twenty years in schools and 
in his private teaching studio. 
Lessons are fun, well-paced, and 
enjoyable.

Whether you’re a beginner 
of any age, whether you’re an 
experienced player who wants 
to bone up on your theory, or 
whether you teach music and 
need a fun way to do it, you’ll 
find this book valuable and will 
refer to it again and again.

yoU will diScover 
how eaSy it iS to:

  √ Learn quickly and efficiently 
with easy lessons designed by 
a professional teacher.

  √ Learn the symbols used in 
written music.

  √ Understand the terms most 
musicians use.

  √ Use memory devices to learn 
terms and symbols.

  √ Use the study guides to 
remember it all.

  √ Apply what you’ve learned 
with short Practical Use 
sections at the end of each 
chapter.

  √ Find examples of musicians 
making excellent music.

with interlUdeS on:
  √ How to practice: the author 

conducted his PhD research 
on music practice. Learn 
great practice tips.

  √ Conducting. What does all 
that arm-waving mean, and 
how does it help? Find the 
answers and learn to do it 
yourself.

  √ Learn some Italian. Most 
musical terms are in Italian. 
Learn them in this section.

  √ Ultra-brief history of music 
notation.

SPecial FeatUreS:
  √ Piano keyboard with note names
  √ Guitar fretboard w/ note names
  √ Chapter & Section reviews
  √ Practical use exercises
  √ Extensive cross-references

do yoU want to read MUSic?
Finally, someone came up with a basic music theory book that’s actually understandable and readable. 
This is by far the best music theory book I have ever read!        —Remy Durant, Los Angeles, CA

The more I think about your book the more brilliant it becomes. The tough part is knowing how to limit 
the depth to keep it true to your goal of making music theory fun and fathomable. You excelled at it!                                                      
                                                                                                            —Charles Reynolds, Palmer, AK

Jonathan Harnum is a multi-instrumentalist with 
over 30 years of experience practicing, performing, and 

teaching music. Harnum earned a PhD in music education 
from Northwestern University, and is the author of All 
About Trumpet; Basic Jazz Theory; Sound the Trumpet: How 
to Blow Your Own Horn; and The Practice of Practice. 

author of The Practice of Practice and  
Sound the Trumpet: How to Blow Your Own Horn



Read what folks have to say about the best-selling Music theoRy book 
veRsatile enough to be used by kids, adults, schools and univeRsities.

“Basic Music Theory is an ideal and highly recommended text for anyone of any background wanting to 
become proficient in the reading, composing, and performance of written and notated music.”

—Midwest Book Review
(5 stars, highest rating)

“This is a book that covers lots of ground without ever appearing “difficult.” It is written in a breezy, 
conversational manner, so one “talk” naturally drifts into the next.”

—KLIATT Library Review Service

“Finally, someone came up with a basic music theory book that’s actually understandable and readable. 
This is by far the best music theory book I have ever read!”

—Remy Durant, Los Angeles, CA (USA)

“Basic Music Theory by Jonathan Harnum explains the subject in a manner that is light-hearted and 
easy to follow. For someone in their late forties (like me) who hasn’t had formal music training since the 
age of thirteen, nor picked up a musical instrument until now, it’s been extremely useful. To the extent 
that the dots, p’s and d’s on a musical score actually have meaning. I can now say that I’m able to read 
music and understand some of the more-complex musical arrangements. I’ve been playing the saxophone 
for about 18 months now and the book has helped to bring me from a level of not being able to read music 
up to one of reasonable competence at sight reading.

—Chris Ward (Kendal, UK) 

“Fun and engaging. A real winner!”           
—Terrie Lyons, PhD, PC, Portland, OR (USA)

“Jonathan Harnum has taken an overly complicated subject matter and made it learnable for anyone. 
And I do mean anyone! Harnum de-cryptifies all that is involved with music theory for the non-
musician. But this book is not just for the non-musician. I have been a student of music for more than 13 
years and a teacher for 3 and I found new, interesting and humorous facts about music theory. This book 
can teach anyone music theory and keep a smile on their face the entire time.” 

                    —Robin Gibelhausen, music teacher, Illinois (USA)

“I appreciate the clever and humorous ways that you introduce many of the concepts. The illustrations 
and pictures are very helpful.”                    

—Dave Larsen, elementary teacher, Hawarden, IA (USA)

“The more I think about your book the more brilliant it becomes. See, the tough part is knowing how to 
limit the depth to keep it true to your goal of making music theory fun and fathomable. You excelled at 
it!”

—Charles Reynolds, music education pioneer, Palmer, AK (USA)



Music exists foR its own sake. wRitten notes aRe not the Real Music. 
Music programs in schools across the United States struggle to make the case for music in an effort 
to raise funds and in some cases, to keep programs from being cut altogether. Advocates often point 
to extra-musical benefits in an effort to justify the inclusion of music in the curriculum. Some of 
these claims have been supported by quality research, and some have not. For example, researchers 
at McGill University in Canada found that kids who take piano lessons showed improved general 
and spatial cognitive development; studies at a Miami Veterans Administration hospital indicate that 
music making may improve the brain’s natural production of regulatory hormones like melatonin; 
piano students who begin studying by age 7 have a larger corpus callosum (the channel through which 
the two hemispheres of the brain communicate). Musicians appear to be better able to detect emotion 
in sound, and hear better in noisy settings according to research from leading auditory neuroscientist 
Dr. Nina Kraus and her research team at Northwestern University. 
Pretty cool stuff. It’s important to remember that the true benefits of music lie elsewhere. Music is 
its own reason for existence, as is any art form. To justify the existence of music in the schools, or 
its general importance by pointing to other effects is like saying that eating food is important to the 
economy. It’s true, but there is a more fundamental importance that lies deeper. 
Reasons for the inclusion of music and music education in one’s life has nothing to do with larger 
brains, better social skills, or better math skills, even if these benefits actually exist. The reason for 
including music in one’s education is that music is a source of authentic and meaningful personal 
expression, as valid and important as any other personal expression, whether it be linguistic, mechanical, 
mathematical or scientific. If providing a balanced education is important, music and the other arts 
must be included. 
Written music is a recent development in music history and has only been around for about 800 years 
in our Western tradition. Many musical traditions, and many highly successful musicians around the 
world don’t use written music at all. Written music is simply one more tool a musician can draw upon 
in the pursuit of messing around with sound. Being able to read music is no guarantee that you’ll 
actually be a musician, of course. In your quest, as soon as you can let go of the written note and dive 
deeper into the sounds themselves, do it.

The best of luck to you!
Jon Harnum 10/15/13

“Basic Music Theory by Jonathan Harnum, is an excellent book for people of all levels. Whether you 
are a beginner, or learned musician, this book is a very comprehensive source of material, that is both 
accessible,easy to read & understand, and very enjoyable. I have played various instruments over 24 years.
And because of Harnum’s matter of fact, conversational tone, this book has lent more to my understanding 
of basic music theory than all my private insturctors combined. Easy and completely understandable!”

—Ruben Tamayo, Los Angeles, CA 



Just as theRe can be no Music without leaRning,  
no education is coMplete without Music.

this book is dedicated 
to all My teacheRs and

to My students, who aRe

also My teacheRs.
thank you!

In the late fourteenth century, music was read from  
scrolls like the one above drawn by Giovannino di Grassi.
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chapteR  0

the chapteR  
eveRyone skips

A journey of a thousand miles must  
begin with a single footstep.

lao tzu 

W
elcome to Basic Music Theory! If you never thought you’d pick up a book on music theory, 
you’re not alone. I never thought I’d write one, and certainly never anticipated a 4th edition. 
In my experience as a student, a player, and a teacher, I searched for and used many different 

methods of learning music theory. Some methods were good, most were okay, and a few were bad, but 
none of them worked with students to my satisfaction, so I wrote this one. Basic Music Theory has 
been out since 2001, and was the first of its kind. Since the book came out, I’ve managed to complete 
a master’s and a PhD in music education, and I’ve learned a lot, as you might imagine. I’m stoked to 
update the book with better everything!

I’ve tried to take all the positive things about teaching theory, thrown in many of the tricks I’ve used 
with thousands of students, and tossed in a little humor in an effort to make learning music theory 
both easier and more enjoyable. These methods and suggestions have worked well with all students of 
all sizes. I hope they’ll work for you too.

about the book
Basic Music Theory is your introduction to another language—the rich and often strange language of 
music. By the time you’ve completed even two lessons in this book, you’ll have made big steps down 
the path toward understanding written music.
With this language you’ll be able to reproduce sounds from nearly a thousand years ago by someone like 
Guillame de Machaut. And with this same language you can play music by contemporary musicians. 
Name your favorite artist. If it’s written down, you’ll be able to understand and interpret it!
But let’s not get too carried away. Those musicians you look up to have spent thousands of hours 
learning both their instrument and in many cases, their music theory. Learning theory will take some 
focus and some work, but that work will be clearly explained, and you’ll be surprised to find how easy 
it can be.
Nobody likes to work on a task endlessly. For that reason, the theory lessons are broken up by Interludes 
every few chapters. These interludes cover things like practice, conducting, musical terms, and a brief 
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history of musical notation.
So, if you’re interested in the music of Mozart or Metallica, Beethoven or B.B. King, Dizzy Gillespie 
or Vince Gill, The Clash or Johnny Cash, you’ve finally found the right book.

why basic Music theoRy?
Learning music theory doesn’t have to be a long and difficult process. It does take some work, but with 
this book you can make that work much easier. I’ve suffered through some of the most boring music 
courses a person should be forced to suffer, and before this book was available, I’ve had experience 
inflicting such boredom on others as well. Believe me, it’s not fun on either side! Whether you’re a 
teacher or a student, I’d like to spare you any of that frustration and difficulty.

Music theory is a language that is used by all Western instruments. Whether you play the kazoo or the 
krumhorn, voice or vibraphone, French horn or nose flute, pigsnout psaltery or percussion, trombone 
or triangle, bagpipes or bass fiddle, Sousaphone or Saxophone…you get the idea. Whatever instrument 
you play, reading music will be a useful tool in your studies, and this book will give you that tool.

what’s inside
Basic Music Theory is divided into seven Parts and in each Part are several chapters. Between some of the 
Parts are Interludes — stand-alone sections giving information on aspects of music other than theory.

paRts

Each Part is made up of four to seven chapters. The division isn’t arbitrary. Information in each Part is 
related and the reviews come at a point where a review will do the most good. 

paRt Reviews

At the end of each Part is a comprehensive review in the same format as the chapter reviews. Cross-
references below the questions allow you to quickly find and re-read any section that you haven’t quite 
remembered yet.

chapteRs

Each chapter is fairly short and contains detailed information on one or two topics. When an important 
term appears for the first time, it is in bold and italics so that when you do the chapter review and need 
to go back to the chapter, you can find the information easily.

chapteR Reviews

At the end of each chapter is a brief review covering the material in the chapter. The reviews are 
generally very short, the longest being around fifteen questions.

pRactical use

Also at the end of each chapter is a short list (often only one item) of written exercises to hone your 
music-writing/reading ability using the material you’ve just studied.
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about the Reviews

After each chapter and Part is a section that contains questions on the information presented. The 
reviews are arranged as quizzes, but with one important difference: the answers are in the margin! 
That’s right, the answers are right there. 

The best way to learn is to get immediate feedback. There is no better way to get feedback than to have 
the answer right there with the question. Of course, this does you no good if you can see the answer 
before reading the question, so you have to cover up the answers while you give yourself the quiz. In 
the back of this book is a cut-out bookmark with a piano keyboard on one side and a guitar fretboard 
on the other. If this is a library book, please photocopy the keyboard and leave the original for others 
to copy as well. Use the guide to cover up the answers while you test yourself.

After you answer the question, simply uncover the answer in the margin and kiss yourself on the elbow 
for giving the correct answer. If you didn’t get the answer correct, at least you have the answer right 
there to remind you.

Voilà. Instant feedback, and your memory of the material is enhanced.

Once you’re confident you know the information, you can either go on to the next chapter or take the 
written quiz. You can find the free quizzes and a whole lot more in the Basic Music Theory Teaching 
Packet. For more information go to www.sol-ut.com.

Basic Music Theory is meant to be used as a textbook and study guide, with written work taking place on 
the blank staff paper you’ll find throuhouut the book, or printed from the free printable files available 
online. If this book is from the library, photocopy the blank music staves or print the 
online files, so the book can be used over and over again. Of course, if you’ve bought this 
book for your own personal use, mark it up! It’s kind of fun to write in a book; it feels like 
you’re breaking some kind of unwrtten rule. You can find the free resources on the Web 
at http://is.gd/utitiq

helpful icons

MeMoRy tip

This icon is placed near methods to improve your memory of terms, notes, and other 
fun stuff. These little memory tricks will save you some brain strain.

take nottice

This icon is placed near information that is particularly useful to know. Heed this 
information and you’ll avoid common mistakes.

theoRy geek aleRt.
This icon is placed near information that isn’t especially necessary, but which you 
might find interesting.

http://www.sol-ut.com
http://is.gd/utitiq
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oveRview of basic Music theoRy

chapteR 0: the chapteR eveRyone skips

In addition to what you’ve already read, this part will give you an overview about the book as well as 
tips on how to study the information.

paRt one: staRt Me up

Prelude, Chapter 1. This section is where the fun begins. And what better way to start than with 
something other than music theory! The first chapter is an ultra-ultra-brief history of written music. 
It’ll be painless, I promise.
In Chapters 2-5 you’ll learn some of the most basic terms and symbols (no, not cymbals) of written 
music, how they look, what they mean, and what they do. Included are note lengths and rests. You’ll be 
reading music in only one or two lessons. 
Once you’re done with Part I, peruse the Comprehensive Part Review and see how much you remember.

paRt two: you got RhythM

Chapters 6-10. The party continues. In this section you’ll find more symbols used in written music 
including more note lengths, a counting system, time signatures, dotted notes and triplets. And of 
course, a comprehensive Part Review.

inteRlude: the pRactice of pRactice

Chapter 11 and it’s time for a break. This Interlude is all about practice. How to go about it, how to 
structure it, how to record it in a journal and on a tape recorder, equipment you’ll need and how to use 
it, and how to do what must be done to become a better player. 

paRt thRee: clef notes

Chapters 12-17. For the first two chapters of this section you’ll learn about the letter names for notes 
and how pitch is shown in written music. The other four chapters are devoted to clefs. You’ll learn 
treble clef, bass clef, percussion clef, and a few other clefs as well.

A Comprehensive Part Review

inteRlude: Musical teRMs

Time for another break with Chapter 18. This Interlude is all about musical terms, most of which are 
in Italian. You’ll learn the terms, what they mean, and what they tell you to do.

paRt fouR: see shaRp oR be flat

Chapters 19-22. Once you’ve got the basics of reading music down, we go into more advanced 
concepts. This section shows you how to use the piano keyboard, covers whole steps and half steps, 
sharps, flats, and naturals, the chromatic scale, enharmonic notes, and key signatures. And of course, a 
Comprehensive Part Review when you’re ready for it.

paRt five: inteRvals and MinoR scales

Chapters 23-26. In this section you’ll learn how to measure the interval from one note to another, and 
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using that information, you’ll learn how to construct a minor scale beginning on any note. From there 
you’ll move on to modes, and finally to several other types of scales.

A Comprehensive Part Review.

inteRlude: conducting youRself

Chapter 27 is your final Interlude. In this Interlude you’ll learn the basics of conducting, conducting 
patterns, body and facial language, and the work it takes to become a good conductor. Also learn how 
to use conducting patterns to enable you to write down what you hear.

paRt six: choRds

Chapters 28-31. Here you’ll learn about how chords are constructed and the many different types of 
chords. You’ll also learn about chord extensions and the symbols they use, chord inversions, and several 
basic chord progressions.

A Comprehensive Part Review.

paRt seven: MoRe of the saMe

Chapters 32-34. In this final short section are some concepts that go further than when they were 
originally introduced. Included are double dots, double sharps and double flats, faster notes, 6/8 time 
and odd meters.

A Comprehensive Part Review.

extRas

Teacher Information: A quick summation of the free Basic Music Theory Quiz-Pack.
Piano Keyboard: One side with the note names, one side without. Also used with the End-of-Section 
Reviews as mentioned later.
Guitar Fretboard: Guitar is one of the most popular instruments around, so here’s a fretboard labeled 
with note names to help you guitarists out there.

how to use the special featuRes

QR codes

A lot has changed for us technologically since 2001, when this book first came out. This book takes 
advantage of greater access to knowledge, providing live links in the PDF and e-book versions of the 
text, but also in the print version by using QR codes like those you see here. 
With a smart phone and a QR reader, you can see, hear, and read more. Scan is a great free 
QR reader you can get online at http://is.gd/puzuwa. If you have another kind of QR 
scanner, you should give Scan a try. It’s cleanly designed and easy to use. Its QR code is to 
the right. 

Fire up the app, focus on the code, and you’ll go to this book’s online page, where you’ll 
find all kinds of extras: videos, pictures, and links to cool related stuff. Whenever there is a 
relevant link to share, you’ll see one of these QR codes. Don’t want to hassle with the smart 
phone? Written links in the PDF and e-book will also take you to the associated page. Just 

http://is.gd/puzuwa
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click on the address and off you go. Or go old-school and type the address into the browser yourself.

the end-of-section Reviews 
What’s different about all the reviews in Basic Music Theory is that the answers are right there with 
the questions. Below each question in the longer end-of-section reviews you’ll see (in itty bitty writing) 
the page number where you can review the information you didn’t quite get. 
The answers are on the right side of the page, and the questions on the left. While reviewing the 
chapter, to cover up the answer, you’ll use the piano keyboard in the back of the book.

the keyboaRd

In the back of the book is a piano keyboard on one side and a guitar fretboard on the 
other, each with all the note names labeled. Use the guide as a bookmark, as a cover for the 
study guide answers and as a way to visually understand the concepts in the book. If you’re 
borrowing this book, please help keep the book useful for everyone and photocopy the 
keyboard instead of tearing it out. You can also print the guide from the web site. Here’s 
the address again: http://www. is.gd/utitiq

pRactical use

After the chapter Reviews are Practical Use exercises, most of which will be done on the staff paper 
you’ve copied from the back of the book. There may be as many as four exercises, or as few as one.

Moving on
Okay, enough details. If you’ve read them, great! I put a lot of thought into them. You’ll have a better 
handle on how to get the most out of this book and you won’t be at all surprised or confused about 
what’s next. Speaking of which....
Part One: Start Me Up is next, and the first chapter is about how Western music notation came to be. 

http://www


paRt one

s t a R t  M e  u p

in this section you leaRn

a bRief histoRy of wRitten Music

the Musical staff

baR lines

MeasuRes

the beat

note lengths

Rests
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chapteR 1

a bRief histoRy  
of Musical  

notation
History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme.

MaRk twain

heaR, theRe, eveRywheRe
When you hear something you like, thank a fish. About five hundred million years 
ago fish began to develop the ability to sense vibrations, but not with anything we 
would call an ear. Amphibians improved on the fishy system with sack-like organs 
containing clumps of neurons devoted only to sensing vibrations, much like the ears 
frogs have today. Birds improved the design even further. 

The ear reached its peak with mammals and the appearance of pinna, the fleshy outer ear that funnels 
sound to the cochlea, one of the many tiny pieces of the inner ear. The cochlea converts the vibrations 
into nerve impulses and sends them to the brain where it gets processed by systems like the cortical 
fugal network.
It had to take over a hundred million 
generations of critters to evolve an ear 
capable of hearing the ecstasy of Bach’s 
B Minor Mass, the groove of the blues 
or the blistering Bebop of Charlie 
Parker.
With this wonderful ability to hear, 
it’s no surprise that we humans began 
to organize sounds into patterns of 
rhythm and pitch. That’s music. A 
question that will remain unanswered 
forever is what the first instrument 
was. Some say drum, some say voice, 
but we’ll never know for sure. Maybe 
it was something completely different. 
Flutes made from the bones of a vulture 
were found in Europe that appear to 
be at least 40,000 years old.

pinna

cochlEa
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Magical poweRs of Music (aka psychology of Music)
From the very beginning, music was linked with magic and shamanism, and still is. Wherever you find 
a shaman, you’ll probably find a drum. 
Music has magical powers. It can 
transport you into an altered state, 
heal sickness, purify the body and 
mind, and work miracles in nature. 
In the Old Testament David cures 
Saul’s madness with a harp, and 
the walls of Jericho were brought 
tumbling down by horns.
You may scoff at such primitivism, 
but do it softly and don’t let anyone 
hear you. Recent discoveries are 
showing that such ideas are not so 
cracked as they seem. Don’t believe 
me? Okay, here are some examples:
Imagine. It’s night. A cavern begins 
to fill with creatures that normally 
keep distance between themselves 
and the others of their kind. They 
rarely touch. Tonight, because of 
sound, they will experience an altered state of being. 
Soon there will be ten thousand of them. Then twenty thousand. Thirty. More. Tonight they will crush 
together and dance to the music. On a raised platform, anywhere from three to a dozen or more people 
stroke or bang on or breathe into instruments that produce complex rhythms and pitches. The sound 
causes us humans to behave in a way that’s different from the everyday norm, especially if we really 
like the band. 
Here’s another scenario. You’ve had a long hard day and you arrive home exhausted. At home loud and 
annoying music plays—something you really hate, like your dad’s vinyl Barry Manilow, or your kid’s 
Megadeth Live! mp3—and it grates and grinds on your nerves. 
Once it’s turned off, you heave a deep sigh and a peacefulness settles over you. You put on some of your 
favorite music—say that Barry Manilow record, or maybe that rockin’ Megadeth Live! CD—and the 
relaxation deepens. 
Music therapy has shown positive results in those undergoing cardiac rehabilitation, and drug 
rehabilitation. Music has also helped sufferers of asthma, depression, high blood pressure, migraines 
and ulcers. Music can help with the production of melatonin, an important chemical in the body. The 
use of music therapy in healing has gained much credibility and its use is increasing as we test music’s 
effects empirically.
There’s more: Ella Fitzgerald breathes deeply, begins a note and holds it. She sings with power and 
confidence and clarity. The note is high and clear. A tall empty champagne glass sits on a stool nearby 
and begins to vibrate with her voice. Ella’s voice grows louder. The glass begins to tremble. Then it 
explodes in a shimmering cascade of shards. 
Jane Goodall, the famous chimpanzee expert, relates a story about a chimp who discovered that 

David & Saul, by Rembrandt, c.1658
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banging two empty gasoline cans together makes a terribly wonderful racket. In 
a few days of banging the chimp had become the dominant male of the group. A 
percussionist’s dream. There is power in sound.
How long has music been around? Nobody really knows, but we all suspect it’s 
been with us from the beginning.

To the left is a picture of 35,000 year old mastodon bones with 
markings for resonance points (places where it sounds really good 
to hit). This bone xylophone was found with two bone flutes. 
Use your imagination to think about what the very first musical 
experience was. You have about as much chance being correct as 
anyone, and it’s fun to imagine.

Being the creatures that we are, it was only a matter of time until we developed a written language that 
could record these rhythms and pitches so that others could make them too.
Just like with language, music existed for a long, long time before it was written down, and some think 
music may have existed before spoken language. Music was taught by rote, which means copying 
what another has played or sung. No need to read music, just listen carefully and copy the sounds, the 
fingerings, or whatever. It’s a method that takes a lot of time but works well and many, many people 
all over the world still learn this way. But with a system of writing music, a song can be shared with an 
audience far away, played by a musician who can read the lines and squiggles created by someone she 
has never met.

wRiting down the bones

Our western tradition of written music—what you’re about to learn—has only been in existence a 
thousand years or so and that’s not very long in the grand scheme of things. Although it should be 
obvious, the Western classical music tradition is only one of thousands of different traditions of music, 
most of which have no use for writing down sounds, and some musical traditions actively discourage 
written music. However, the Western system for reading and writing music has become pretty useful 
and widespread. 
There are older traditions of written music, too. Ancient Hindus and then the Greeks made use of their 
alphabet to write out music; the Persians used numbers and a kind of staff with nine lines between 
which the numbers were written; the Chinese used special signs for their pentatonic scales. The earliest 
examples of written music come from musical notation on fragments of a stone tablet found in Garit, 
Syria, dated to around 1200 BC. 
Over a thousand years later, around 500 AD, comes the first glimmer of written Western music. 
Because Western notation evolved in Greek and Latin-speaking cultures that read from left to right, 
music is also read from left to right, and top to bottom. Boethius, a Roman poet and philosopher, 
wrote an important treatise on music around 1492, De institutione musica, and this treatise was studied 
throughout the Middle Ages by monks in monasteries throughout Europe. 
In the treatise, Boethius used Latin letters to represent musical sounds. Monks in the monasteries 
of the Catholic Church studied this treatise by Boethius and improved upon his ideas for their own 
system. After a few hundred years, in addition to letter names for notes, monks invented a system of 
neumes—pronounced nooms—meaning sign in Greek. Neumes are squiggly bits written above the 
text of a song that show note length, pitch, and movement from one note to the next. 
After a while, neumes began to be written on, above, or below a single line. The line represented a 
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specific pitch. A neume written above the line was higher in pitch than a neume written below the line. 
Around 1,000 CE, many innovations in written music came about, but it isn’t exactly clear who invented 
them. Guido di Arezzo is given most of the credit. He was 
a Benedictine monk who was thrown out of his monastery 
for his radical innovations in music. It’s believed that he 
didn’t actually invent the staff, but contributed when he 
increased the lines from two to four. 
We’re lucky he got kicked out of the monastery because it 
caused his ideas to be spread more widely. After he had an 
audience with the Pope who recognized Guido’s skill, his 
monastery wanted him back.

Guido di Arezzo was definitely 
responsible for adding more lines to the 
staff, and he was also thought to have 
invented the Guidonian Hand, a system 
for singing together. He would point to 
specific places on his upraised hand, each corresponding to a specific note. This 
allowed a large number of monks to sing together. The picture to the left shows the 
notes from low to high, starting with the thumb. The picture at the beginning of the 
chapter is another example of the Guidonian Hand with staff lines.

For a long time, music in the monastery was monophonic, which means it 
had only one part, usually vocal. All of the musical examples that survive 
from this time come from the church. Of course, there were popular secular 
musicians around at the time, making music, but they weren’t writing 
down what they played and so there is almost no record of it. The oldest 
written secular music in existence is Sumer is Icumen In, a song celebrating 
the coming of summer, also known as the Cuckoo Song. 

One example of monophonic music is a type of song called a plain chant. Some of the first examples of 
written western music are plain chants. They sound more like inflection than singing and are still used 
in Roman Catholic churches today. Eventually all those monks got bored with singing one-line music 

and began to add other parts. Music in the monastery was 
becoming more complex, and the written notes needed to 
reflect that complexity.
Music with more than one part is called polyphonic music. 
Polyphonic music soon became popular in the monasteries, 
but was difficult to write out. 
Because polyphonic music is more complex than 
monophonic music, it was necessary to add more lines to 
show the other voices. This is where Guido di Arezzo 
comes in. He expanded the staff to four lines, like the 
example to the left. Soon after, a fifth line was added. 
Over the next five hundred years, composers experimented 
with different systems of writing music. It was written in 
elaborate shapes, like the heart-shaped love song on the 
next page, Belle, bone, sage, written by Baude Cordier in the 
15th century. You can’t see it in the print edition of this 

9th century manuscript with neumes 
written above the Latin text

2-line staff  
12th century BCE

4-line staff
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book, but some of the notes are colored bright red. Color was sometimes used to alter written notes. 
Red notes get a different rhythm than uncolored notes. 
Experimentation also included an 8-line staff, like the one shown below, 
paired with a four-line staff. By about 1500 we arrived at the system (no pun 
intended) that has remained nearly unchanged until today.
The spirit of experimentation 
with written music still exists. 
Modern composers like John 
Cage, William Maginnis or 
Stephen Reich use notation 
that is radically different 
from what you’ll learn in this 

book, as you can see below. However, those composers 
do make use of most of the musical elements you’re 
about to learn, like clefs, lines, and rhythms.
Music, like any language, evolves over time. Maybe in 
another thousand years we’ll be reading music based on 
smells. Who knows? What do you think music will look 
like and sound like in another thousand years?

Portion of John Cage’s  
Piano Concerto

portion of Extension No. 1  
by William R. Maginnis
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musicians around at the time, making music, but they weren’t writing 
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Music with more than one part is called polyphonic music. 
Polyphonic music soon became popular in the monasteries, 
but was difficult to write out. 
Because polyphonic music is more complex than 
monophonic music, it was necessary to add more lines to 
show the other voices. This is where Guido di Arezzo 
comes in. He expanded the staff to four lines, like the 
example to the left. Soon after, a fifth line was added. 
Over the next five hundred years, composers experimented 
with different systems of writing music. It was written in 
elaborate shapes, like the heart-shaped love song on the 
next page, Belle, bone, sage, written by Baude Cordier in the 
15th century. You can’t see it in the print edition of this 

9th century manuscript with neumes 
written above the Latin text
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chapteR  2

lines, lines,  
eveRywheRe  

theRe’s lines
All music is folk music.  

I ain’t never heard a horse sing a song.

louis aRMstRong

eveRything you don’t heaR
All of the things in the next two chapters are things you don’t hear in written music. These are the 
things that create the structure upon which the sounds (the notes) can be written. Think of this stuff as 
something like punctuation. You don’t really hear it, but it’s there, and it serves an important purpose.

the staff

The first type of staff you’ll learn is the one line staff. Music that is written for one or two percussion 
instruments, like snare drum or bass drum, often uses only one line. Using a one line staff keeps 
things simple. It will allow you to concentrate on the rhythms you’ll soon be learning. Think of this 
as progressing through the history of written music. As you probably remember, in the beginning all 
written Western music used just one line like the line below.

Here’s the one line staff. Not too tough, is it?

Unless you play percussion or are learning to read rhythms as you’ll be doing soon, you won’t often see 
the one line staff. What you’ll see is the regular staff which has five lines and four spaces.
Instruments that have specific pitches (trumpet, flute, guitar, piano, etc.) use music that is written on a 
staff (plural staves) of five horizontal parallel lines. The five lines create four spaces between them, like 
so:
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Each lines and space has a number, always counted from bottom to top.

Staff with lines and spaces numbered.

theoRy geek aleRt

When you count things in music—staff lines, degrees of a scale,  
intervals, even the strings of a guitar (don’t worry, you’ll understand  
all these concepts soon) they’re always numbered from the bottom up. 

MeMoRy tip

The following exercise works. It may feel a little silly,  
but kinesthetic learning, learning with your body, works.

Take your hand—left or right—and put it in front of your face with the palm toward 
you. Pretend your fingers are the lines of the staff. The spaces between your fingers are the 
spaces of the staff. Pinky is line one, ring finger line two, middle finger line three, index 
finger line four, and thumb line five. Between your pinky and ring finger is space one, 
between your ring and middle finger is space two, between the index and middle finger is 
space three, and between the index finger and thumb is space four. Touch each finger and 

say the number of the line. Do the same with the spaces.
The example below shows a right hand. The only difference between this example and your hand is that 
you might use your left hand, and your hand will hopefully have more skin on it.

linE 1 SpacE 1
SpacE 2
SpacE 3
SpacE 4

linE 2
linE 3
linE 4
linE 5

SpacE 1

SpacE 2

SpacE 3

SpacE 4

linE 2

linE 3

linE 4

linE 5

linE 1
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Moving on
So much for the staff. Pretty simple so far, right? Stick with it, because most of music theory is easy to 
understand as long as you’ve mastered previous chapters.
Coming up next is Chapter 3, in which you’ll learn about more lines that are used in written music: bar 
lines and double bar lines. It’s all simple stuff, but you probably guessed that.
But before you move on, here’s the first end-of-chapter quiz to test your memory. It’s a good idea to 
try the quiz both after you read a chapter and, if you’ve been away from the topic for a while, to take 
the quiz before reading further to make sure you understand and remember the concepts and terms 
you’ve been learning.

chapteR 2 study guide  
1. Why use a one line staff?

2. How many lines make up regular musical staff?

3. How many spaces in the regular musical staff?

4. Using a separate sheet of paper and a pencil, 
draw a five line musical staff. 

5. What is the number of the bottom line?

6. What is the number of the top line?

7. What is the number of the bottom space?

8. What is the number of the top space?

9. What types of instruments use the one line 
staff?

1. Easier to read

2. 5

3. 4

4. Should look something like this:

5. One

6. Five

7. One

8. Four

9. Non-pitched instruments like percussion.
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pRactical use exeRcises

1. Hold your right hand up in front of your face. Use the other hand to count the lines (your fingertips) 
starting with the finger closest to the floor as “1.” Count the spaces between your fingers the same 
way.

2. Draw three five-line staves, each one a different size. Draw in your own type of notes and be as 
creative as you want to be. Try to discover what size staff works best for you. 

3. Go to this book’s page on the Web (http://www. is.gd/utitiq) and print up some free 
blank staves to practice with. Hole-punch the copied blank staves and make a folder 
for yourself. You can use it as you work through this book. For less effort, get blank 
manuscript and guitar tablature notebooks at your local music store. For even less 
effort, just use the blank staves spread throughout this book.

http://www.is.gd/utitiq
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chapteR  3

MoRe lines
They teach you there’s a boundary line to music.  

But, man, there’s no boundary line to art.

chaRlie paRkeR

baR lines and double baR lines
To make music easier to read, the staff is divided into sections by vertical lines called bar lines. There 
are two types of bar lines. The single bar line is a thin line perpendicular to the lines of the staff and 
goes from the top line to the bottom line. Bar lines simply divide up the staff into small sections that 
are easier to read. 
The double bar line marks the end of a section, or the end of a song. It has a regular-sized line in addition to 
a thicker line close by to the right.

MeasuRe

The area between two bar lines is called a measure, or a bar. To avoid confusion, from here on, I’ll call 
them measures. Bar lines divide the staff below into four measures. Because some measures may have 
more notes in them than others, the space between bar lines doesn’t have to be equal (notice the first 
measure is a bit longer).
Bar lines aren’t put in arbitrarily. There is a rhyme and a reason to their placement. You’ll find out all 
about that soon. For now, just remember that bar lines divide up a staff into smaller parts. 

MEaSUrE 1 MEaSUrE 2 MEaSUrE 3 MEaSUrE 4
doUblE 

barS
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Moving on
So, bar lines are pretty simple, right? Coming up next you’ll learn some of the basic notes used in 
written music: whole notes, half notes, and quarter notes.

chapteR 3 study guide

pRactical use exeRcises

1. Divide each of the staves below into 4 equal measures and put a double-bar line at the very end of 
the last measure. 

2. You’ve seen written music before. Write in the measures what you think written music looks like. Be 
creative if you have no idea at all. Draw what you think it should look like. 

3. Even more fun is to forget the staff altogether and make a listening map. As you listen 
to a piece of music, draw shapes, colors, forms, anything that you hear in the music. 
This is a fun process that has many benefits. Check out this book’s “extras” page at 
http://is.gd/molibu for more information.

1. What is a bar line used for?

2. Where is a double bar used?

3. On another sheet of paper draw a single line 
and five-line staff. Make them long.

4. Divide each staff into several measures. Bar 
lines should touch the upper and lower lines 
in the 5-line staff.

1. Divides the staff into measures. 
Makes music easier to read.

2. End of a section and/or end of a song.

3. Did you do this?

4. Really? You wouldn’t 
lie to me, would you?

http://is.gd/molibu
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chapteR  4

wheRe’s the  
beat?

Days full of wanting. 
Let them go by without worrying that they do. 

Stay where you are inside such a pure, hollow note.

RuMi

tiMe, RhythM, & the beat
Time is the glue that binds music together, because music is the intentional propagation of sound over 
time. Within that unfolding of music over time, you’ll often hear and feel a steady pulse, or The Beat. 
You’ll probably hear longer rhythms, like sustained notes, that encompass several beats, and  you’ll 
probably hear faster rhythms in between the beats, too. Beats are easiest to perceive, because most of us 
can feel the beat without thinking much about it. The Beat is what sets your toe tapping, it’s what 
makes you want to move, or to dance. The beat is a regular pulse, and like your heartbeat, it lasts 
throughout a piece of music, even if you can’t hear it. In most written music, the beat is represented by  
the quarter note, one of the notes you’re about to learn.

Speaking of pulse, did you know that music with a fast beat makes your heart beat faster 
and speeds up your breathing? And music with a slow beat makes your heart and breathing 
slow down? Very effective if you’re writing a movie score, or watching a horror flick. 
There are lots of other ways music is being used to affect the mind and body. Musical 
therapy is showing remarkable results with people of all ages, and you can major in music 
therapy at college. Check out the great book, Creativity Matters: The Arts and Aging Toolkit, 
for some fine examples.

the notes
There are only three different note lengths you have to know at first. You’ll notice that the half notes 
and quarter notes have two examples. Keep reading to find out why. From longest to shortest the notes 
are: whole note (4 beats); half note (2 beats); quarter note (1 beat). Here’s what they look like.

whole note:
4 bEatS Each

half notes:
2 bEatS Each

QuaRteR notes:
1 bEat Eachw q  Qh  H
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anoteoMy 101
Let’s dissect a note so you understand its parts. You’ll need to know the parts so that later in the book, 
when I say, “Make sure the note head is in the space and flip the stem,” you’ll know exactly what I’m 
talking about. No notes were harmed for this dissection.

the note head

Just like with people, the head is the round part where almost everything is happening. It’s the position 
of the note head that gives us the important information about a note. 
Notice how the shapes of the note heads are similar? Good. Some might have holes in the middle, and 
some might be filled in, but they’re all the same basic shape. 

size doesn’t MatteR 
A whole note the size of your house and a whole note the size of a house fly each get the same number 
of beats.

the steM

Whole notes don’t have stems. Half notes and quarter notes do have stems. The stem is the part that 
sticks up or down from the note head, like a stem.
Stems can go either up or down. Notes with the stem down go on the third line and above. Notes with 
the stem up go on the third line and below. Right now this detail isn’t too terribly important. We’ll be 
using the one-line staff mostly. If you use a one line staff for two instruments, like band music for bass 
and snare drum, one part’s note heads will go up, the other part’s note heads will go down.  

put youR steMs up, put youR steMs down

The stem can go either up or down. When a note is on the third line of the staff or below, the stems 
grow up from the right side of the note head. 
Putting the stem on the wrong side of the note 
head is one of the most common mistakes 
beginners make, so be sure your notes look like 
the following examples. 
Here are some half notes and quarter notes on 
the staff. Notice the stem direction. Notes above 
the staff use leger lines, which you’ll learn about 
soon.

w                    h          H                    q        Q
thE wholE notE iS thE 

brainiac of notES.  
it’S all hEad.

notE hEadS

StEMS
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If the notes are on the third line or above, the stems go down on the left side, as in these examples. 
Notice the first three notes above the staff in this example. You’ll learn about the small lines when you 
get to “Learning Leger Lines” on page 68.
Here’s an easy way to remember which way the stems should go:

Notes UP high on the staff:                             Notes DOWN low on the staff: 

thiRd line notes aRe confoRMists

For all third line notes, the stem will be up if it’s with other notes whose stems are up. The stem will be 
down for a third line note if it’s with other notes whose stems are down.
On a one-line staff the note stems can be either up 
or down but they are nearly always shown with the 
stem up. If there are 2 parts on a one-line staff, one 
goes up, the other goes down.
Here are two examples of third line note stems 
conforming to those around them:

Moving on
This was a very important chapter because if you don’t recognize and know the lengths of notes, 
reading music will be impossible. Stay with this chapter until you’ve understood it, and read it over 
again if you think it’ll help.
Now you’re ready for rests, which show silence in music. Study the review until you know all the 
answers, then read on!

chapteR 4 study guide

uQ qown

3rd linE StEM Up

3rd linE StEM down

1. What is the beat in music?

2. Name the notes you learned from shortest to 
longest.

3. Which notes have stems?

4. How many beats does a whole note get?

5. How many beats does a half note get?

6. How many beats does a quarter note get?

1. A steady pulse; what makes your toe tap

2. Quarter, half, whole

3. Quarter and half notes

4. Four

5. Two

6. One
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pRactical use exeRcises
1. Fill up the single- and five-line staves with quarter, half and whole notes on different spaces and 

lines. Be sure to check the direction of the stem (up or down) when using the five line staff. 
Double-check that you got the stem on the correct side of the note head.
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chapteR 5

the sound  
of silence

The rest is silence.

shakespeaRe, in haMlet (v.ii)

take a Rest
Ovid said that silence is strength. If that’s true, you’ll be much stronger after this chapter because it’s all 
about silence. Silence in music is as important as sound, and of course we crafty humans have invented 
a way to show this silence in music: rests.
Rest lengths and rest names are the same as the note lengths you learned in the last chapter. The three you’ll 
learn in this chapter are whole rests, half rests, and quarter rests.

the Rests of the stoRy
Whole rests are 4 beats long, and look like this: 

Half rests are 2 beats long, and look like this: 

Quarter rests are one beat long and look nothing like either of those. Quarter rests look like this: 

whole oR half, hole oR hat

Whole rests and half rests look very much the same, and can be easily confused with each other. Here’s 
a way to remember which is which.
The whole rest looks like a hole in the ground, like so:
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Remember which is the half rest by seeing that the half rest looks like a hat. I 
know, half and hat aren’t perfect homophones, like whole and hole are,  
but work with me here.

dRawing a QuaRteR Rest

This is probably one of the trickiest symbols to make in written music, but it certainly 
isn’t tough. Make a letter ‘Z’, then put a letter ‘C’ right below it. It won’t look exactly 
like the “real” quarter rests you’ll see in this chapter, but anyone who reads music will 
know what it is (as long as you aren’t too sloppy with it). This will be easier to do by 
hand than with the Parisian font I’ve used in the example to the right. There are several 
fonts on most computers that allow you to create musical notation, like Maestro, Opus, 
and the musical font I’ve chosen for this book, Helsinki.

Rests on the staff
Whole rests hang from the 4th line of the staff, half rests sit on the 
third line, and quarter rests are plastered over the middle 3 lines. 
Notice the brim of the “hat” and the edges of the “hole” are gone 
when the half and whole rests are written on their proper line.

Rests on the single line staff

When using the single line staff, whole rests will hang from the 
staff, half rests will sit on the staff, and quarter rests are centered 
on the staff line. Like so:

long Rests

Rests can be stretched out over several measures and instead of writing 
a whole bunch of whole rests, the measures of rest are combined and the 
music is marked with how many measures of rest are to be counted. In 
the following example, you’d rest for 14 measures:

Moving on
Without silence there can be no sound; without sound there can be no silence. Now you know how to 
show silence in music using whole, half and quarter rests. Make sure you can answer all of the study 
guide questions for this chapter before you move on.
Coming up next is the Review for all of Part I. This is very important information, so be sure you’ve 
got it all before you move on. It’s pretty common to review this information many times until it sticks. 
Keep at it!

z
c

14
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chapteR 5 study guide

pRactical use exeRcises
1. Fill up a single staff line with alternating whole, half, and quarter rests. Spend some time practicing 

the quarter rests. Put an h below the half rests and a w under the whole rests. Do the same thing 
but on a 5-line staff.

2. On a single staff line write in as many notes and rests as you can comfortably fit. Include all notes 
and rests you’ve learned. Do the same thing on a 5-line staff. Remember that though the rests must 
go in specific places, the notes can go in a space or have a line through them.

1. What does a rest show?

2. What three rests did you learn?

3. How many beats does a quarter rest get?

4. How many beats does a half rest get?

5. How many beats does a whole rest get?

6. What line does the whole rest hang from?

7. What line does the half rest sit on?

1. Silence

2. Whole rest, half rest, quarter rest

3. One

4. Two

5. Four

6. Fourth line

7. Third line
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paRt one 
Review

Twice and thrice over, as they say,  
good is it to repeat and  

review what is good.
Plato

whew! you Made it
These pages can be used to test your memory on what you’ve learned in Part One, and if some of the 
information hasn’t stuck, you can go back and check it out on the page indicated below the question. 
As with the chapter reviews, use your keyboard from the back of the book to cover up the answers 
while you test yourself.

1. How many lines make up the musical staff?
page 14    

2. How many spaces in the musical staff?
page 14  

3. Using a separate sheet of paper and a pencil, draw a musical 
staff like the one below. 

4. What is the number of the bottom line? Write it on the staff 
you just created.

page 14

5. What is the number of the top line? Label it, too.
page 14

6. What’s the number of the bottom space? Label it.
page 14

7. What is the number of the top space?
page 14

8. What is a bar line used for?
page 18

9. Where is a double bar used?
page 18

1. five

2. four

3. 

4. one

5. five

6. one

7. four

8. Divides the staff into measures.

9. The end of a section or song.
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10. On your separate piece of paper draw another staff. 
Make it a fairly long one.

page 14

11. Divide the staff into four measures.
page 18

12. What is the beat, in music?
page 20

13. Name the notes you learned from shortest to longest.
page 20

14. Which notes have stems?
page 21

15. How many beats does a whole note get?
page 21

16. How many beats does a half note get?
page 21

17. How many beats does a quarter note get?
page 21

18. What does a rest show?
page 24

19. Which three rests did you learn?
page 24

20. How many beats does a quarter rest get?
page 24

21. How many beats does a half rest get?
page 24

22. How many beats does a whole rest get?
page 24

23. Which line does the whole rest hang from?
page 25

24. Which line does the half rest sit on?
page 25

25. On a 5-line staff, draw 2 whole rests, 2 half rests, and 2 
quarter rests.

page 25

10. 

11. 

12. A steady pulse; what makes your toe tap.

13. quarter note, half note, whole note

14. quarter and half notes

15. four

16. two

17. one

18. silence

19. whole rest, half rest, quarter rest

20. one

21. two

22. four

23. fourth line

24. third line

25. 

Moving on
Okay. That was short and painless, I hope. Once you have this information stored in your little gray 
cells, move on to Part Two, You Got Rhythm.
Now that you understand note length we’re almost ready to start putting them together to make (and 
play) rhythms. There are a few other things that help us organize and figure out written rhythms and 
in the next Part you’ll learn what they are.
You’re doing great! Feel free to take a break before you tackle the next Part. In Part Two you’ll learn 
about meter, a counting system, dotted notes, and more notes with shorter durations.
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you got RhythM

in this section you leaRn

tiMe signatuRes

counting systeM

eighth notes

sixteenth notes

MoRe Rests

dotted notes

tRiplets



paRt thRee

c l e f  n o t e s

in this section you leaRn

pitch

note naMes

clefs in geneRal

tReble clef

bass clef

RhythM clef

c clef

t V

V
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B

B

B

&       

:^^^^^
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s e e  s h a R p 
o R b e  f l a t

in this section you leaRn

shaRps, flats, & natuRals

note naMes

the piano keyboaRd

the guitaR fingeRboaRd

whole steps & half steps

MaJoR scales & key signatuRes



paRt five

inteRval tRaining

in this section you leaRn

all Musical inteRvals

MinoR inteRvals & scales

Modes of the MaJoR scale

diMinished & augMented inteRvals & scales

natuRal MinoR scales vs. haRMonic MinoR scales

pentatonic scales, blues scales, bebop scales, and otheRs

conducting
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stRike a choRd

in this section you leaRn

tRiads

MaJoR choRds

MinoR choRds

choRd inveRsions

choRd extensions

choRd syMbols

soMe choRd pRogRessions
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MoRe of the saMe

in this section you leaRn

double flats

double shaRps

thiRty-second notes

double-dotted notes

alla bReve, oR cut tiMe

coMpound MeteRs

odd MeteRs
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B
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A
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iMpoRtant teRMs

flat (b): lowers notes ½ 
step.

sharp (#): raises notes 
½ step.

natural (n): cancels the 
effect of a sharp or 
flat.

order of flats: 
BEADGCF

order of sharps: 
FCGDAEB

half step: the smallest 
interval in Western 
music. Two adjacent 
keys on a piano. 
Two adjacent frets 
on the same string 
of a guitar.

whole step: two half 
steps.

natural half step: half 
steps without using 
accidentals. Between 
E-F and B-C.

note length in 
whole (w): 4 beats
half  (h H): 2 beats
quarter (q Q): 1 beat
eighth (e E): ½ beat
sixteenth (x X): ¼ beat

dotted notes

whole (w.): 6 beats
half  (h. H.): 3 beats
quarter (q. Q.): 1½ beat
eighth (e. E.): ¾ beat, 
(usually followed by a 
sixteenth note). 
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6=E 5=A 4=D 3=G 2=B 1=E

teMpi (bpM)
Largo: 40-60
Larghetto: 60-66
Adagio: 66-76
Andante: 76-108
Moderato: 108-120
Allegro: 120-168
Presto: 168-200
Prestissimo: 200-208+

dynaMics

pianissimo (pp): very 
quiet

piano (p): quiet
mezzo piano (mp): 

medium soft
mezzo forte (mf): 

medium loud.
forte(f): loud.
fortissimo (ff) very loud.
fortississimo (fff): 

super loud.
blastissimo (ffffffffff) 

your ears are bleeding

note length in 
whole (w): 2 beats
half  (h H): 1 beats
quarter (q Q): ½ beat
eighth (e E): ¼ beat
sixteenth (x X): ⅛ beat

dotted notes

whole (w.): 3 beats
half  (h. H.): 1½ beats
quarter (q. Q.): ¾ beat

C
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More Books from Sol Ut Press

Practice takes many shapes. The word means different things to 
different people. What does it really take to get better at music? 
The Practice of Practice will help you understand ways of getting 
better more clearly. The information will help you become a more 
aware musician, a more informed teacher, and a more effective 
parent of a young musician. 
Whether you play Beethoven or Bach, are into Indie pop or classic 
Rock, The Practice of Practice will help you become a better musician.  
The book covers 6 aspects of practice:

 » What: Definitions, and what music practice does to your brain.
 » Why: Motivation is crucial. Learn ways of keeping the flame lit in 

this section
 » Who: A lot of  people including yourself will impact your practice. 

Learn to use them to your advantage.
 » When: This section covers how much, and what times of the day 

are best for practice, & more. 
 » Where: Where you practice matters, & more. 
 » How: The longest section of the book includes information about 

goals, structuring your practice, as well as specific techniques 
tested by researchers, and specific strategies pros use to get better.

www.Sol-Ut.com

Be a better musician.  
Don’t practice longer, practice smarter. 

Written by musician, teacher, scholar, and author Jonathan Harnum, The Practice 
of Practice is a result of 8 years of research, including interviews with world-class 
professional musicians in genres like jazz, singer-songwriting, Western classical, 
Indian classical, West African djembe, Gypsy jazz, and others.

learn more at
www.ThePracticeOfPractice.com

http://www.Sol-Ut.com
http://www.ThePracticeOfPractice.com
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